## Applied Major/Minor (Primary/Secondary) Instrument

Select 8 hours from:

- MUS 100 1-4 Applied Performance
- MUS 200 1-4 Applied Performance
- MUS 300 1-4 Applied Performance
- MUS 400 1-4 Applied Performance

### Ensembles

Select 8 hours from:

MUS 210AC, 210TS, 210UC, 210GC, 210OT, 210BC, 210FC, 210HC, 210JC, 210JE, 210PB, 210TR, 240, 280, 290, 310AC, 310TS, 310UC, 310GC, 310OT, 310BC, 310FC, 310HC, 310JC, 310JE, 310PB, 310TR, 340, 380, 390

---

Music majors completing MUS 131 and MUS 132 must complete 2 hours of HUM 230 (art portion only). Reference the schedule of classes to determine which section(s) are available for the art portion only.

---

Total Major Hours Required: 79-80

### Degree Requirements

- 128 minimum hours and 42 minimum upper-division hours (3XX/4XX course numbers).
- Fifty percent of the minimum hours must be completed at Taylor—64 hours.
- Fifty percent of the major/minor hours must be completed at Taylor.
- 22 of the last 30 hours earned must be completed at Taylor.
- Cumulative GPA of 2.0; major GPA of 2.3 (higher GPA may be required in certain curricula). (See current catalog for policy).
- All foundational core, major, minor, and proficiency requirements must be completed (including Senior Comprehensive Exam/Paper/Project).
- Two years of one foreign language is required for the BA degree.
- Candidates for 2 degrees must complete a minimum of 158 semester hours and meet all requirements for 2 different majors.